
Teachers, Acrobatics and Instructional Balance: 

 

Formulaic writing assignments—though necessary for some writers—can squelch young developing voices as well as 

your students’ willingness to explore ideas creatively.   Great writing instruction provides a BALANCE between assigned 

structures and techniques that encourage creative exploration of topics and prompts.  This interactive workshop will 

explore two simple-to-implement strategies for maintaining that balance—writer’s notebooks and mentor texts—as well 

as a more challenging strategy often missing from writing instruction—purposeful skill focus.  By implementing all three 

of these tools over time, dull writing time can be transformed into a three-ring circus of excitement and empowerment 

that celebrates the written word. 

 

 

Corbett Harrison 

corbett@corbettharrison.com 

Always Write (http://corbettharrison.com) and WritingFix (http://writingfix.com) websites 

 

#AlwaysWrite 
  for questions 

  for ideas/adaptations 

  for photos 

  for writing samples 



 
chart from: 

http://www.ascd.org/publications/books/110129/chapters/Section-1@-Why-Task-Rotation%C2%A2.aspx 

Mastery Strategies focus on increasing students’ abilities 
to remember, sequence, and summarize important facts 
and procedures. They motivate by offering clarity, 
organization, and the opportunity to achieve and 
demonstrate measurable success.    Examples include:  

 New American Lecture 

 Direct Instruction  

 Graduated Difficulty    

 Teams‐Games‐Tournaments 

Interpersonal Strategies foster students’ desire to interact 
with others, relate personally to the curriculum and to 
each other, and share their feelings and values. They use 
teams, partnerships, and coaching to motivate students 
through their drive for membership and 
relationships.    Examples include:  

 Reciprocal Learning  

 Decision Making  

 Jigsaw    

 Community Circle 

Understanding Strategies develop students’ capacities to 
use evidence and logic, think analytically (e.g., identify 
similarities and differences), develop interpretations, and 
see the big picture.    They motivate by arousing curiosity 
and encouraging inquiry.   Examples include:  

 Compare and Contrast 

 Reading for Meaning  

 Concept Attainment  

 Mystery 

Self‐Expressive Strategies, which often incorporate 
imagery, metaphor, and 'what if' scenarios, motivate 
students by appealing to their drive for originality and 
creativity.   They invite students to create and imagine, 
consider different perspectives, look for patterns, and 
apply their knowledge in new and different ways.  
Examples include:  

 Inductive Learning  

 Metaphorical Expression 

 Pattern Maker  

 Mind’s Eye 

from: http://dmfa3ba8wpnh6.cloudfront.net/00/000147887cd534a7df9b7cb5090000/file/113258-TSTASCDOct2010.pdf  

http://www.ascd.org/publications/books/110129/chapters/Section-1@-Why-Task-Rotation%C2%A2.aspx
http://dmfa3ba8wpnh6.cloudfront.net/00/000147887cd534a7df9b7cb5090000/file/113258-TSTASCDOct2010.pdf


 
August & September Bingo Cards: 

https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/10-Writers-Notebook-Bingo-Cards-2180157  

 
August 15 - September 15 SWT Slides: 

https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/For-Writers-Notebooks-Sacred-Writing-Time-Slide-Sampler-August-15-

Sept-15-2179007  

https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/10-Writers-Notebook-Bingo-Cards-2180157
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/For-Writers-Notebooks-Sacred-Writing-Time-Slide-Sampler-August-15-Sept-15-2179007
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/For-Writers-Notebooks-Sacred-Writing-Time-Slide-Sampler-August-15-Sept-15-2179007


Mentor Text Classification & Use 

from Corbett Harrison, webmaster of the Always Write resource site for writing teachers! 
 

What is a mentor text?  A mentor text is a published work (picture book, novel excerpt, poem, non-fiction 
article, editorial, song, etc.) whose original idea, whose structure, or whose written craft techniques can be 
discussed during a writing lesson or during writer’s workshop as a means to inspire students to write their own 
original ideas, to borrow an interesting structure, or to impersonate craft techniques used by real authors. 
 
There are mentor texts that work perfectly for skill-based mini-lessons (like this lesson that uses Caves by 
Stephen Kramer), and there are mentor texts that can help students set up a semester’s  worth of writing 
topic banks (like this lesson that uses Written Anything Good Lately by Susan Allen and Jane Lindamen), and 
there are mentor texts that can be instrumental in helping you set up year-long routines (like this lesson that 
uses The Boy Who Loved Words by Roni Schotter, which I use to establish my vocabulary workshop 
expectations).  In the hands of skilled writing teachers, mentor texts can and should be used during multiple 
steps of the writing process. 
 
On these two pages, I share my favorite discoveries I’ve made about using mentor texts well since I began 
implementing them into my classroom’s writing instruction back in 2005.  Visit Always Write for more ideas. 
 

How I Classify/Categorize my Mentor Text Library 

An Idea Mentor Text 
If a published work presents a unique 
idea that can be impersonated quite 
closely, or if it can launch a more 
original idea from your writers, you 
are probably using it as an IDEA 
mentor text. 

A Structure Mentor Text 
If a published work presents a 
recognizable format or pattern that 
can be borrowed by students when 
writing about unique or similar topics, 
you are probably using it as a 
STRUCTURE mentor text. 

A Craft Mentor Texts 
If you showcase a specific skill or a 
writing trick used by an author in a 
published work, and then ask your 
students to try to incorporate that 
same skill in their own drafts, you are 
probably using it as a CRAFT text. 

 
Cloudy with a Chance of Meatballs 

by Judi and Ron Barrett 
 

Less original idea: Create a new day in 
ChewAndSwallow where different 
foods rain down than in the book. 
More original idea: Create a new land 
where—instead of food—it rains the 
three types of rock every day. 

 
The Important Book 

by Margaret Wise Brown 
 

Less original idea: Rewrite the book’s 
passage about rain so it’s personalized 
to you but uses the same structure. 
More original idea: Use the passages’ 
format to write a paragraph about the 
Civil War or geometric shapes. 

 
Owl Moon 

by Jane Yolen 
 

Craft/Skill used by author: Yolen uses 
a wonderful variety of short sentences 
and more complex sentences. 
Revision/Drafting challenge: Try and 
use both long and short sentences to 
create a cadence or rhythm w/ words. 

 

http://corbettharrison.com/
http://corbettharrison.com/free_lessons/What-isnt-there.htm
http://corbettharrison.com/lessons/alpha-genres.htm
http://corbettharrison.com/free_lessons/Boy-Who-Loved-Words.htm
http://corbettharrison.com/
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0689707495/ref=as_li_tl?ie=UTF8&tag=writi-20&camp=1789&creative=9325&linkCode=as2&creativeASIN=0689707495&linkId=be07ae745475d8fc7862f17c2e6715b0
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0064432270/ref=as_li_tl?ie=UTF8&tag=writi-20&camp=1789&creative=9325&linkCode=as2&creativeASIN=0064432270&linkId=21c8962b5a89bfdc7812d7d3b183bd1d
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0399214577/ref=as_li_tl?ie=UTF8&tag=writi-20&camp=1789&creative=9325&linkCode=as2&creativeASIN=0399214577&linkId=7349f58d4f4709a10a31ab74ac58eeaf
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0689707495/ref=as_li_tl?ie=UTF8&tag=writi-20&camp=1789&creative=9325&linkCode=as2&creativeASIN=0689707495&linkId=be07ae745475d8fc7862f17c2e6715b0
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0064432270/ref=as_li_tl?ie=UTF8&tag=writi-20&camp=1789&creative=9325&linkCode=as2&creativeASIN=0064432270&linkId=21c8962b5a89bfdc7812d7d3b183bd1d
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0399214577/ref=as_li_tl?ie=UTF8&tag=writi-20&camp=1789&creative=9325&linkCode=as2&creativeASIN=0399214577&linkId=7349f58d4f4709a10a31ab74ac58eeaf


A Great Mentor Text might Provide all three Types of Support 

 
All the Places to Love 

by Patricia MacLachlan 

Synopsis:  Eli—a young boy growing 
up on his family’s farm—shares his 
family members’ thoughts on what 
makes the place they live so special, 
and he recounts time spent with each 
family member in their favorite places 
on the farm.  When his sister—
Sylvia—is born, it is clear that the 
narrator takes very seriously his 
responsibility to pass on these 
messages about the importance of 
place to his younger sibling. 

An excerpt:  

“On the day I was born my 
grandmother wrapped me in a 
blanket made from the wool of her 
sheep.  She held me up to the 
window so that what I heard first 
was the wind. What I saw first 
were all the places to love: the 
valley, the river falling down over 
rocks, the hilltop where the 
blueberries grew.” 

As an Idea Text: 
 Write about the place that 

you love more than anywhere 
using poetic details. 

 Write about special advice 
you would give a younger 
sibling or mentee. 

As a Structure Text: 

 Write about a topic/place 
where you ask three other 
people’s opinion about 
something that is their 
favorite.  They  might be 
relatives but maybe not. 

As a Craft/Style Text: 
 Write/revise your draft so 

that you use prepositional 
phrases skillfully like Yolen. 

 Revise your draft so that you 
use a “series of three items” 
description as Yolen does. 

 

Using Excerpts from Two Mentor Texts at Different Steps of the Writing Process 

 
Homer Price 

by Robert McCloskey 

Idea Mentor Text Prompt: Inspired by the 
automatic donut-making machine in Homer Price, 
students will brainstorm, draw, and then describe 
with details and transitions automatic machines 
they wish were invented right now. 
 
Craft Mentor Text Task:  Inspired by the strong 
verbs and the flowing sentence structure of the 
mechanical man described in The Invention of Hugo 
Cabret, students will revise their machine rough 
drafts to sound more sophisticated—like Selznik’s 
writing does. 
 
Online lesson: Transitioning through a Machine 

 
The Invention of Hugo Cabret 

by Brian Selznik 

The excerpt from Homer Price I use: 
 
“Homer got down from the chair and pushed a button on 
the machine marked, ‘Start.’ Rings of batter started 
dropping into the hot fat.  After a ring of batter was 
cooked on one side an automatic gadget turned it 
over and the other side would cook.  Then another 
automatic gadget gave the doughnut a little push and it 
rolled neatly down a little chute, all ready to eat (page 56 
in my copy).” 

Excerpt from The Invention of Hugo Cabret I use:   
 
“A cascade of perfect movements, with hundreds of 
brilliantly calibrated actions, coursed through the 
mechanical man.  The key tightened a spring connected to 
a series of gears that extended down into the base of the 
figure.  There, the last gear turned a series of brass disks 
with precisely cut edges.  Two little hammer-like 
contraptions came down and trailed along the edges of the 
notched disks, rising and falling as the disks steadily turned 
(pg. 240 in my copy).”  

 

  

https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0060210982/ref=as_li_tl?ie=UTF8&tag=writi-20&camp=1789&creative=9325&linkCode=as2&creativeASIN=0060210982&linkId=06e3531525a839c2d5f0a95096ac03e3
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0142404152/ref=as_li_tl?ie=UTF8&tag=writi-20&camp=1789&creative=9325&linkCode=as2&creativeASIN=0142404152&linkId=7bb7d265da9e536edad1afd0edadcee3
http://corbettharrison.com/free_lessons/moving-through-the-machine.htm
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0439813786/ref=as_li_tl?ie=UTF8&tag=writi-20&camp=1789&creative=9325&linkCode=as2&creativeASIN=0439813786&linkId=5346875350875e8e88db99cb8811a9f0
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0060210982/ref=as_li_tl?ie=UTF8&tag=writi-20&camp=1789&creative=9325&linkCode=as2&creativeASIN=0060210982&linkId=06e3531525a839c2d5f0a95096ac03e3
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0142404152/ref=as_li_tl?ie=UTF8&tag=writi-20&camp=1789&creative=9325&linkCode=as2&creativeASIN=0142404152&linkId=7bb7d265da9e536edad1afd0edadcee3
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0439813786/ref=as_li_tl?ie=UTF8&tag=writi-20&camp=1789&creative=9325&linkCode=as2&creativeASIN=0439813786&linkId=5346875350875e8e88db99cb8811a9f0


Daisy Comes Home by Jan Brett 

Synopsis: Daisy, a bullied chicken is kicked out of the coop by the other birds.  That 

night, flood waters rise on the Li River, and Daisy’s makeshift nest (a basket) is carried 

down river.  The next morning begins a series of unforgettable adventures for the 

chicken.  After an adventure, Daisy comes home braver and no longer tolerates the 

other chicken’s bullying. 

Excerpt 1:  A dog was sitting up on the deck of the houseboat.  When he saw the plump 

hen bobbing in the basket, he barked and scrambled toward her.  Daisy squawked, and 

pecked, and beat the air with her wings.  It was enough to tip the basket off the rocks 

and she floated away.  Dawn broke over the Gui Mountains as the basket drifted along 

the river.  Branches brushed against it.  Fish swam silently by and bird flew overhead.  

Suddenly Daisy felt a thump.  (82) 

Excerpt 2:  Daisy looked up and saw two big horns and a pair of surprised eyes looking down at her.  The basket had drifted 

into the legs of a great big water buffalo taking a morning drink.  The buffalo snorted loudly, scaring Daisy. She flew forward 

and nipped his furry muzzle and flapped and flapped her wings.  Daisy scared the water buffalo!  He turned and galloped up 

the bank, scattering ducks as he ran.  His splashes made waves that carried the basket back into the middle of the river.  (87) 

Excerpt 3:  Daisy traveled along all day until her basket was hooked by the roots of a banyan tree where a troop of red-tailed 

monkeys lived.  The curious monkeys eyed Daisy and climbed down for a closer look.  Daisy froze as one monkey crept up to 

the basket and reached in.  Daisy flapped and pecked, nipped and squawked.  The startled monkey pushed the basket away.  

It broke loose from the tree and floated on down the river.  Daisy wondered what would happen next.  (81) 

Online lesson at WritingFix: http://writingfix.com/Picture_Book_Prompts/Daisy_Comes_Home1.htm  

The Important Book by Margaret Wise Brown 

Synopsis: A collection of “poems” about various items from the world.  Each poem follows the same predictable pattern. 

Excerpt 1: The important thing about rain is that it is wet 
It falls out of the sky, 
and it sounds like rain, 
and makes things shiny, 
and does not taste like anything, 
and is the color of air. 
But the important thing about rain is that it is wet. 

Excerpt 2:  The important thing about an apple is that it is round. 
It is red. 
You bite it, 
and it is white inside, 
and the juice splashes on your face, 
and it tastes like an apple, 
and it falls off a tree. 
But the important thing about an apple is that it is round. 

 

Online lesson at Always Write: http://corbettharrison.com/lessons/Important-Passages.htm 

 Caves by Stephen Kramer 

Synopsis: A non-fiction picture book (with a beautifully-written introduction) about the unique 

features of caves. 

Excerpt, page 1: Far below the earth’s surface, water drips from the roof of a cave.  The drops fall 

through darkness into a large stone room no one has ever seen.  No bird has ever sung here.  The 

scent of wild flowers has never hung in the air.  For thousands of years, the tomblike silence has 

been broken only by the sound of falling water.  Drip.  Drip.  Drip.  

Excerpt, page 2:  Then, one day, footsteps break the stillness.  Voices drift through the air.  Flashlight beams cut across the 

darkness, lighting up a strange and wonderful sight.  Stone icicles hand overhead.  Smooth sheets of stone coat the walls.  

Huge pillars of rock connect the floor and the ceiling.  For the very first time, someone sees what the drops of water have 

made. 

Online lesson at Always Write: http://corbettharrison.com/free_lessons/What-isnt-there.htm 

https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0142402702/ref=as_li_tl?ie=UTF8&tag=writi-20&camp=1789&creative=9325&linkCode=as2&creativeASIN=0142402702&linkId=963e7914c4153b02c645b15fe6b63df0
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0142402702/ref=as_li_tl?ie=UTF8&tag=writi-20&camp=1789&creative=9325&linkCode=as2&creativeASIN=0142402702&linkId=963e7914c4153b02c645b15fe6b63df0


Teachable Sub-Skills for the 6 Writing Traits 

an entire trait can’t be taught in a mini-lesson…but a sub-skill of that trait can be 
 

Idea Development Sub-Skills 
_____choosing high-quality details to write with when: 

_____describing important characters or people 
_____describing important settings or places 
_____describing important objects or things 

_____using action words to enhance written descriptions 
 
_____using a balance of showing and telling skills 

_____or…transforming “telling sentences” into “showing  
               sentences” 

_____selecting a unique topic to write about 
 
_____using a unique approach/technique to explore a topic 

 
_____putting others’ ideas into your own words 
 
_____writing with a clear, central big idea or theme in mind 

_____supporting big idea or theme with sub-ideas or  
               sub-topics 
_____the most interesting sub-topics are purposefully  
               included 

Organization Sub-skills 
_____beginning the writing with a strong introduction by 

_____starting with a question or riddle or 
_____starting with a quotation or sound effect or 
_____starting with an intriguing description or 
_____starting by sharing an unusual fact or 
_____or…? 

_____ending the writing with a satisfying conclusion by 
_____proving to reader that all posed questions have  
               been answered or 
_____linking conclusion back to the introduction or 
_____or…? 

_____creating paragraphs purposefully by 
_____ planning paragraphs with graphic organizers 
_____ using questions to inspire paragraphs 
_____ using formulas to teach paragraphing 

_____sequencing events or ideas purposefully by 
_____using transition words accurately 
_____planning pacing with graphic organizers 

_____creating a title that stands for entire piece of writing 

Voice Sub-skills 
_____conveying passion towards the message or the topic 

_____conveying emotion or emphasis 
_____writing about what you know        
_____writing to sound like you know and believe 

_____using other points-of-view when writing 
_____ trying out new perspectives 
_____ acknowledging other perspectives  

_____acknowledging the intended audience 
_____vocabulary is explained, when necessary 
_____context is included, when necessary 
_____”Is this style appropriate for this audience?” has been  
                asked 

_____including appropriate style devices to further the purpose of  
                      the writing 

_____figurative language is used…if appropriate 
_____tone, mood, or humor is captured through words…if  
                appropriate 

_____hearing the author’s conversational style when the paper is 
read aloud 

Word Choice Sub-skills 
_____incorporating adjectives into the writing well 

_____using color and texture words 
 _____using words that convey mood and tone 
_____using vocabulary adjectives accurately 

_____using strong verbs to strengthen sentences 
        _____using a balance of action and linking verbs 
        _____using vocabulary verbs accurately 
_____using precise and specific nouns to assist the reader’s   
                          understanding 
        _____not over-using or confusing pronouns 
        _____ using vocabulary nouns accurately 
_____taking risks with the language 
        _____using alliteration subtly and effectively 
        _____”playing” with and celebrating words 
        _____inventive word play 

Sentence Fluency Sub-skills 
_____using a variety of sentence beginnings 

_____limiting use of “The” and pronouns to begin  
               sentences 
_____ beginning sentences with prepositions, appropriate  
                 conjunctions, participles, etc. 

_____using a variety of sentence lengths while writing 
_____ balancing simple and complex sentences 

_____using a variety of transitional words while writing 
         
_____establishing rhythm with words and phrases 

_____using repetition techniques to enhance meaning or  
                   style 
_____using parallelism 
_____writing for “out loud” publishing 

Conventions Sub-skills 
_____ spelling skills 

_____word wall misspellings are not forgivable on any  
                drafts of writing 
_____ high frequency word misspellings are only  
                 forgivable in rough drafts 
_____ risky words that get misspelled are highly  
                 forgivable in rough drafts 

_____ external punctuation skills (end punctuation) 
 
_____ internal punctuation skills (internal punctuation) 
 
_____ capitalization skills 
         
_____ grammar and usage skills 
 
_____ indenting and spacing 

 

  



Free Resources to Explore: 

WritingFix Mentor Text Lesson Collections 

The Picture Book Mentor Text 
Lesson Collection (K-2nd grade) 
 
writingfix.com/traits_primary.htm 
 
Or type WritingFix primary writers into 
Google. 

The Picture Book Mentor Text 
Lesson Collection (3rd – 12th grade) 
 
writingfix.com/picture_book_prompts.htm 
 

Or type WritingFix picture books into 
Google. 

The Chapter Book Mentor Text 
Lesson Collection (3rd-12th grade) 
 
writingfix.com/chapter_book_prompts.htm 
 

Or type WritingFix chapter books into 
Google. 

 

Always Write Resources 

The ‘Lesson of the Month’ 
Ning/Blog 
 
http://writinglesson.ning.com/ 
 
A mentor text-inspired lesson is sent to 
your email address every month. 

Writer’s Notebook Lessons and 
Resources 
 
corbettharrison.com/writers_notebooks.html 
 
Or type Always Write writers notebook into 
Google. 

Mentor Text Lessons, Suggestions 
and Resources 
 
corbettharrison.com/mentortext.html 
 
Or type Always Write mentor texts into 
Google. 

Sacred Writing Time Resources 
and Suggestions 
 
corbettharrison.com/SWT.htm 
 
Or type Always Write sacred writing 
time into Google. 

Vocabulary Workshop – something 
else you may want to investigate 
 
corbettharrison.com/Vocabulary.htm 
 
Or type Always Write vocabulary workshop 
into Google. 

Reading Workshop – something 
else you may want to investigate 
 
corbettharrison.com/Reading_Workshop.html 

 
Or type Always Write reading workshop 
into Google. 
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